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RENTER SOLAR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE REQUEST  
 

A member of a national lab, private facility, and/or member of the American-

Made Network could potentially help Credence Energy in there areas. One, 

developing a software/web app development with Genability API and a 

possible member that has experience with raising money and tax equity to 

fund Renter Solar’s leasing operations. Two, tax-equity and raising capital 

for zero-down leasing operations. Three, there is also the possibility that we 

will a member with political experience to lobby congress to enact a bill 

similar to CA CIVIL CODE § 1947.6(a), (b). Our state-to-state bill would allow 

Renter Solar to be installed at every allowable premise at the tenants' 

expense. 

 

The app development would enable a Renter Solar prospect to go on their 

mobile device or computer and input their information, utility information, and 

kWh data, select a recommended system size (1 – 3 Renter Solar Units), 

self-qualify and electronically sign documents, and allow the new customer 

to upload pictures needed for the site survey. Once complete, a work order 

would be sent to a local installer in Credence Energy’s network for 

installation. Credence Energy would also receive the work order so we know 

where to ship the Renter Solar units to and to develop plans/permits for the 

local building jurisdiction. 

 

An expert or company in tax-equity raising is needed as most tax-equity 

investment firms are focused on large commercial scale (100 kW +) projects. 

With Renter Solar, we will pool many smaller projects together 

(securitization) to make up one large transaction. The pooled leases may be 

sold off into a secondary market or kept on Credence Energy’s balance 

sheet. If we choose to bring in an expert in finance, we ask that that person 

have a background in IPO roadshows as we will more than likely go public 

after we have exhausted our money-raising opportunities in the private 
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sector. Credence Energy does have other innovations in our company 

development pipeline, and we plan to never stop innovating. 

 

An expert in political lobbying may be needed as a bill that would mandate 

that a landlord accept the request of the Renter Solar installation would make 

our company flourish in the states where the bill passes. Even though we 

don’t believe a landlord would have a problem with the Renter Solar system 

installed at their premises, as the tenant takes on the financial responsibility 

and Credence Energy makes any necessary repairs to the property (minor 

stucco patch), the political bill enactment would make it easier for everyone. 

 

Shane Ellis, MBA 

Credence Energy Corporation 

CEO 

www.credenceenergy.com 

 


